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We live in a celebrity-obsessed culture where
content abounds concerning every aspect of
celebrities’ lives. Publishers feature celebrity news
because it attracts consumers—and advertising
dollars. Advertisers also seek association with
celebrities, and increasingly want more exposure
and more connection to editorial content as an
alternative to traditional advertising. And, when socalled “branded entertainment” or “sponsored
content” includes celebrities, the rights of those
celebrities to control and profit from the
commercial exploitation of their persons arises. This
is particularly the case online, where corporate
websites feature articles and photos of celebrities
using their products or services and where
advertisers seek to sponsor content on popular
fashion, pop culture, and celebrity gossip sites.
Examples include short-form “webisodes” that
integrate product promotion and interactive
content, such as photo game features that let users
“try on” celebrity hairdos or outfits. However, using
celebrity images in a way that promotes a sponsor
poses the risk of violating right of publicity and false
endorsement prohibitions, and the lawyers who
represent celebrities regularly extract large
settlements from advertisers that arguably cross
the line. In light of this, sponsorships and
advertisements closely related to celebrity content
must be carefully crafted, reviewed, and cleared.

Celebrities Lose Certain Rights of Privacy but
Retain Control of the Use of Their Personas for
Commercial Gain
Celebrities lose most of their rights of privacy
because their lives are a matter of public interest.
Accordingly, publishers have certain free speech
rights to publish information about celebrities,
including their images and personal facts about
them. However, the so-called “right of publicity”
vests the right to control the commercial
exploitation of one’s identity or persona (i.e., one's
name and likeness) with that individual. Further,
merely invoking a persona in an advertisement
without permission—such as by using look-alikes or
sound-alikes, or by referencing even a first name in
a context that creates an associative reference—
could create liability.1 Indeed, this month, TV
personality Kim Kardashian filed a multi-million
dollar lawsuit against The Gap, Inc. for allegedly
using a look-alike in an Old Navy ad.2
The right of publicity, however, does not lack
limitations and exceptions. There is an inherent
tension between an individual’s right to control the
use of his or her identity and the free dissemination
of speech and ideas guaranteed by the First
Amendment. The level of protection given to
speech depends on how it is categorized: (1) news
(e.g., public issues, real-world happenings, or
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information); (2) stories (e.g., fiction or
entertainment); or (3) commercial speech (e.g.,
advertising), which receives the least protection.
First Amendment protection for certain content
applies to online publishers just as it does to
traditional media. The Supreme Court has ruled that
rights of publicity should prevail over free speech
when necessary to prevent “unjust enrichment by
the theft of [the celebrity’s] good will," that is,
where “the defendant [would] get free some aspect
of the plaintiff that would have market value and
for which he would normally pay.”3 Although
commercial speech is not without First Amendment
protection, “the use of a person’s identity for purely
commercial purposes, like advertising goods or
services or the use of a person’s name or likeness
on merchandise, is rarely protected.”4
Profit, by itself, does not turn protected speech into
commercial speech. While the boundaries of
commercial speech have yet to be clearly
delineated, at one end of the spectrum is purely
commercial speech; at the other is speech that,
taken as a whole, expresses “editorial” comment on
matters of public interest; and in between is speech
that must be weighed looking at all of its
characteristics.
For example, politicians have less ability to control
their publicity rights, given the public’s interest in
most every aspect of their lives, and courts may
apply some latitude in treating even highly
commercial uses as worthy of free speech
protection.5 Courts have found it acceptable, for
instance, to refer to or depict an artist in connection
with the advertising of the sale of that artist’s work
in a factual manner that does not suggest false
endorsement of the work being promoted.6 Media
can also use the personas of celebrities when
accurately advertising their appearance in the
media that is being advertised (e.g., a sports figure
in an article in a sports magazine).7 For the most
part, the typical advertisers will not fall into one of
these categories when trying to associate with
celebrities.

In considering whether a condom manufacturer’s
educational pamphlets were commercial speech in
Bolger v. Youngs Drug Products Corp.,8 the U.S.
Supreme Court noted that determining the correct
classification of speech is challenging where the
content is informational and not merely a
solicitation. The Court found, however, that the
combination of economic interest and the reference
to one specific product sold by the publisher—even
as merely a single reference at the bottom of the
last of eight pages—was enough to deprive the
publisher of free speech protection.9 Subsequent
courts have been willing to parse the commercial
and expressive elements of even advertising, and
not preclude a First Amendment defense to a right
of publicity claim, where the commercial elements
of the use are “subtle” and “do not advertise or
describe the [advertised] product itself.”10 Further,
expression in commercial speech has been found
protectable by the U.S. Supreme Court if it concerns
lawful activity, is not misleading, and is no more
constraining than is necessary to serve a substantial
government interest.11
In Hoffman v. Capital Cities/ABC, Inc.,12 the U.S.
Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit, applying
California law, found that Los Angeles Magazine’s
use of actor Dustin Hoffman’s picture in a fashion
pictorial did not violate his right of publicity. In the
pictorial, famous movie characters were digitally
altered to appear as though they were wearing the
latest fashions. Hoffman’s head remained, but his
body was replaced with that of a female model
wearing different clothing, arguably invoking the
role that Hoffman played in Tootsie. The caption
mentioned Hoffman and the movie, along with a
description of the clothing depicted in the photo,
including Ralph Lauren shoes. A Ralph Lauren
advertisement not featuring shoes appeared
elsewhere in the magazine, and a “Shopper’s
Guide” indicating the source of the featured
products was printed in the back of the magazine.
The court found that Hoffman’s image was not used
in a traditional advertisement designed merely to
sell a product, reasoning that Los Angeles Magazine
did not receive any consideration to use a
designer’s clothing in the pictorial, nor did the
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pictorial simply advance a commercial message.
Moreover, the court found that an article “meant to
draw attention to the for-profit magazine in which it
appears . . . does not fall outside of the protection
of the First Amendment because it may help to sell
copies.”13 A New York court ruled similarly in a case
with analogous facts involving New York Magazine’s
“Best Bets” feature of hot products.14

serve as a warning to advertisers who are looking to
add content of interest to consumers on their
websites, blogs, newsletters, and other materials
that may not be blatant advertisements, but still
serve the purpose of promoting the consumer
brand.

In contrast, in Downing v. Abercrombie & Fitch,15
the Ninth Circuit, again applying California law,
found that unpermitted use of a photograph of
surfing legends in an Abercrombie catalog with a
surfing theme and accompanying articles on surfing
was a use for advertising and was not entitled to
First Amendment protection. The Downing court
distinguished its case from Hoffman, stating that
while Los Angeles Magazine was “unconnected to
and received no consideration from the designer for
the [clothes] depicted in the article," Abercrombie
itself used the images to promote its clothing
sales.16 The court found Abercrombie’s use to be
“much more commercial in nature and, therefore,
not entitled to the full First Amendment protection
accorded to L.A. Magazine's use of Hoffman's
image.”17 New York courts have ruled similarly when
the content at issue is essentially an “advertisement
in disguise.”18

Courts have also looked to the speaker, its purpose,
and its relationship to the content in question in
determining where content falls on the continuum
of protected and unprotected speech. It is in this
context that advertisers and e-commerce operators
need to appreciate the unique protection given to
editorial publishers that are not themselves selling
particular products or services other than the
content itself. Further, what a media outlet may be
able to publish would be of a different nature if
republished by a seller, and what might be
protected speech for a content company may not
be for a seller that seeks to associate other products
with content. Consequently, an apparel brand will
not be treated in the same way as a fashion trends
blog if it reposts an article depicting a celebrity
wearing the brand on the brand’s website. Even if
the apparel company had permission from the
fashion trends blog to republish the article, the right
of publicity of the celebrity depicted or discussed
still must be addressed.

In Stewart v. Rolling Stone LLC,19 a California
appellate court considered Hoffman and Downing in
addressing whether Rolling Stone magazine could
be held liable for violating the publicity rights of
various independent rock artists. Rolling Stone ran
an editorial about these artists and the history of
the genre, and the issue included rock-themed
advertising for a tobacco company. The editorial
and advertising content were similarly-themed and
in close proximity in the magazine’s pages. The
court concluded that the feature was protected
editorial speech, finding support in Hoffman and
Downing. It found Rolling Stone had no direct
financial interest in the sale of cigarettes and that
the magazine maintained a separation between
editorial content and advertisement sales. This case,
and its treatment of Hoffman and Downing,
suggests some latitude for media outlets but should

This is not to say that a seller’s website, or part of
the site, cannot be constructed in a manner that has
informative or entertaining content completely
separated from advertising and e-commerce such
that it may be protected editorial speech. For
instance, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Second
Circuit has held that informative nutrition content
on the Adkins Diet website, which also sold diet
books and products, was protectable content under
the First Amendment because the editorial content
remained separate from the e-commerce content.20
Advertisers may also be safer when they conjure up
celebrities in a highly transformative manner, such
as parody. Even the U.S. Supreme Court has found
parody to be a potential defense for advertising
content—though in the context of a defamation
claim, not in the context of a right of publicity
claim.21 Nonetheless, many courts have held that
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parodies in advertisements and non-expressive
articles of trade, as opposed to parodies in
expressive media such as books, television, and
film, are entitled to less indulgence when
considering if there has been fair use deserving of
protected speech treatment.22
Technically, in order for speech to qualify as parody,
the speech must criticize or poke fun at the
underlying work or person. For the defense to be
successful, the purpose of the unauthorized
celebrity reference—i.e., to comment on or critique
the celebrity—must be material and not merely
intended to draw the public’s attention to the
advertisement of a product. For example, in a case
where a robot allegedly resembling Wheel of
Fortune star Vanna White was depicted in a
Samsung commercial, the court noted that the
parody defense did not apply because the use
involved a “true advertisement run for the purpose
of selling Samsung VCRs.”23 The advertisement’s
spoof was “subservient and only tangentially
related to the ad’s primary message: ‘buy Samsung
VCRs.’”24
A disclaimer or disclosure that the celebrity has not
authorized the depiction will not insulate an
advertiser from a right of publicity claim, as this
claim merely concerns the unauthorized use of
persona rather than potential consumer confusion
as to whether the celebrity endorses the product.
However, to the extent that disclosures are used to
clearly and conspicuously label and distinguish
editorial content from advertising content, such
disclosures may be effective in creating the degree
of separation that courts have found compelling
when examining the degree of separation between
editorial and advertisements. This is important
when advertisers sponsor content and an inherent
risk for deep brand integrations within risky
content.
Content That Creates a False Implication of
Celebrity Endorsement Is Also Actionable
Use of a celebrity’s image in connection with
advertising may also expose a publisher to liability

for false endorsement under Section 43(a) of the
Lanham Act, which prohibits use of a “word, term,
name, symbol, or device” that is “likely to cause
confusion, or to cause mistake, or to deceive as to
the affiliation, connection, or association” or “as to
the origin, sponsorship, or approval of his or her
goods, services, or commercial activities by another
person.”25 An advertiser will be held liable where its
use of a celebrity’s image creates a likelihood of
consumer confusion as to whether the celebrity has
endorsed the product or service. In Downing, for
example, Abercrombie was also found to have
violated the Lanham Act by its use of the plaintiff
surfers’ photograph.26 Such false implied
endorsement claims may be actionable even where
all of the elements of a right of publicity claim do
not exist. In addition, the reference to a celebrity in
a commercial or other promotional content weighs
heavily toward the potential for consumer
confusion.27 While free speech interests in
expressive messages, such as those raised by
parody, are applied to Lanham Act claims, courts
“'weigh the public interest in free expression
against the public interest in avoiding consumer
confusion.'”28
A disclaimer can help reduce a publisher’s risk of
false endorsement liability if the disclaimer obviates
the potential for consumer confusion as to the
source of an implied endorsement.29 Even if a
publisher includes a disclaimer, however, it may still
end up litigating a Lanham Act action because
whether a disclaimer cures consumer confusion is
an issue of fact that must be determined in the
context of a particular case.30 Further, a celebrity
may still have a right of publicity claim
notwithstanding a disclaimer’s effectiveness in
mitigating against consumer confusion.
Guidance from Industry Organizations
The American Society of Magazine Editors'
(“ASME”) Guidelines For Editors And Publishers
Counsel requires clear and conspicuous labeling, as
prominent as the publication’s normal type face, of
any advertisement or promotion that could be
mistaken for editorial content.31 Ads also should not
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be placed immediately before or after editorial
pages that discuss, show, or promote the advertised
products. Additionally, sponsorship language should
not appear in connection with regularly occurring
editorial content. Sponsorship language may be
used in connection with special issues, inserts,
contests, and the like, however, so long as: (1) the
editorial content does not endorse the sponsor’s
products; and (2) any page, or section thereof,
noting the sponsorship is clearly an ad or is labeled
as such.

•

•

•

The ASME's Best Practices for Digital Media advises
that all web pages should clearly distinguish
between editorial content and sponsored or
advertising content, and that any content from a
source other than the web page’s editors should be
labeled in a clear way, such as by boxing and
labeling sponsorship messages to distinguish them
from editorial content. Also, a website should
disclose its sponsorship and advertising policies,
either on a disclosure page or in text accompanying
an article. While following these industry selfregulatory best practices is not dispositive with
regard to rights of publicity or Lanham Act claims,
they are based on the principles of the applicable
laws and regulations, and are designed to avoid an
overlap between editorial and commercial speech.
Following the industry best practices should help
publishers and advertisers avoid legal liability.
Where to Draw the Line in the Digital World
As outlined above, the lines are not clearly drawn
between immunized uses and those which will be
deemed violative of a celebrity’s rights. This
uncertainty is even greater in the evolving arena of
interactive digital publications that allow users to
interact with both content and advertising. Based
on the key principles articulated in case decisions
and the author’s experience in guiding publishers
and advertisers, the following suggestions provide
some basic guidance on how to avoid liability:
•

DO separate advertising and ecommerce from editorial feature

•
•
•

content as much as possible, and
identify which is which.
DO NOT create a branded catalog,
calendar, poster, or any other
promotional item that contains an
unauthorized use of a celebrity’s
identity.
DO NOT accept any consideration to
include products or services in editorial
features where a person’s identity or
persona is featured without permission.
DO NOT use for a commercial purpose a
look-alike, a sound-alike, or any other
portion of a celebrity’s identity by
which he or she can be identified.
Disclaimers are only of limited help.
BEWARE of limitations of the parody, or
expressive transformation, defense.
CONFIRM that third parties claiming
rights have such rights to convey.32

Advertisers, even those seeking to distribute
informational or entertaining content to the public,
need to tread particularly carefully to avoid
expensive legal claims by celebrities, whose
representatives troll for claims. Most claims,
however, settle before a suit is filed. In addition to
the July 2011 Kim Kardashian suit discussed above,
examples of suits actually filed include: Lohan v.
E*Trade Securities LLC (suit by actress Lindsay
Lohan, where character in ad referred to “That
milkoholic, Lindsay,” settled);33 Allen v. American
Apparel, Inc. ($5 million settlement for use of
Woody Allen’s image on billboards by clothing
company);34 Cruise v. Sephora USA LLC (suit filed by
Tom Cruise and Nicole Kidman, alleging that ad
depicting them on the red carpet and calling them
an inspiration was a false impression of makeup
products, settled);35 and Parker v. Sephora USA LLC
(suit by another A-list couple, alleging that ad
indicating
what
products
matched
their
personalities created a false endorsement,
settled).36 Examples of suits filed and actually
litigated, and which did not end well for the
advertisers involved, include: Facenda v. N.F.L.
Films, Inc. (use of football narrator’s recorded voice
in sponsored documentary about the making of a
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video game)37 and Yeager v. Cingular Wireless LLC
(reference to Chuck Yeager’s breaking of the sound
barrier in press release about new phone service).38
Following the above guidelines will help prevent
such lawsuits.
Alan Friel is a partner at Wildman, Harrold, Allen &
Dixon LLP, where he counsels clients in the
advertising, media, and technology industries. This
article is intended to spot issues and does not
constitute legal advice.
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modification to suit a particular transaction,
jurisdiction or situation. Please consult with an
attorney with the appropriate level of experience if
you have any questions. Any tax information
contained in the document or discussions is not
intended to be used, and cannot be used, for
purposes of avoiding penalties imposed under the
United States Internal Revenue Code. Any opinions
expressed are those of the author. Bloomberg
Finance L.P. and its affiliated entities do not take
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responsibility for the content in this document or
discussions and do not make any representation or
warranty as to their completeness or accuracy.
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